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Type

On the SCNA scorecard, TYPE comprises the first 15 of 100 total points for 
scoring. When we look at TYPE we are speaking of the overall silhouette and 
attributes of the bird. A well balanced Serama should be characterized by 
upright (vertical) body stance, upright tail, vertical wings, short back, and an 
uplifted chest.

The following specimens show a broad range of appropriate scoring for type as 
selected by the SCNA Judge Licensing Committee, comprised of Edgar 
Mongold, David Osuna, Jenifer Lawyer, Kristy Scott, Jim Adkins, Jaime 
Sanchez, and chairman Josiah Woodfield.

A very nicely typed male exhibiting excellent overall body 
type for American Serama. Uplifted chest, tall well-formed
tail with sword shaped sickles, vertical wings, and a short
back are all positive points of this bird. One could desire 
somewhat more in the leg category on this male to keep 
the wings from dragging the ground.

Score: 14/15 

Another male showing well above-average type. In this 
case we take cuts for the neck not pulling back to align 
with the wing and tail. The chest also leaves somewhat to
be desired. Overall the male exhibits an upright stance 
and nearly vertical wings.

Score: 13/15 



This male has a full, uplifted chest. Good alignment of the
head with the eye cutting a straight line through the 
center of vertical wings and leg. In this case the tail is 
lacking in depth and symmetry with the body. The wings 
do not have enough length and the leg is also too short 
causing the wings to touch the ground.

Score: 12/15 

A hunching pose does not help an otherwise slightly 
above average male. Neck is not pulling back into 
position, legs are too short, tail lacks in depth, and the 
wings have a scissor rather than primaries and 
secondaries laying neatly into position.

Score: 11/15 

Average to below average male. Has a nicely formed 
upright tail with good depth, short back, and nearly 
vertical wings. The complete lack of a chest and 
assertive stance take away from the overall silhouette 
that we look for on a quality Serama.

Score: 10/15 



While still showing an upright stance, this male has a 
very low chest, scissored wing, and is lacking in overall 
tail shape and depth. While his score might improve on 
the tail if he is going through a molt one must be 
objective in their scoring based on what they see on a 
given day.

Score: 9/15 

What some judges would refer to as “common pet 
quality”, one will see a number of Serama exhibited that 
might fit this overall body. The curve of the tail, lack of 
chest, long back, hunched stance, and scissored wing 
are all faults throwing off the overall type of the bird.

Score: 8/15 

We are seeing a number of birds exhibited that are 
crosses of “new blood” and “old blood” Serama resulting 
in some fairly odd body types. While this bird has some 
good individual characteristics, the overall silhouette is 
quite far from the written standard.

Score: 8/15 



Some birds will come to the table that resemble parts of 
Serama and parts of other breeds. Sometimes from poor 
breeding but often the result of crossing with Old English 
or Japanese Bantam. This male exhibits a long back, low
chest, and a pinched wing carriage.

Score: 7/15 

Chest

This male has a nicely uplifted chest that could use a bit more
size but the carriage and shape is what we are looking for in a 
quality Serama. Keep in mind the chest should not be over 
enlarged. Many specimens have massive chests but loose the 
overall balance of type on the rest of the bird.

Score: 13/15 

 Nice uplifted chest again with a slightly more prominent shape 
and less rounded. This would be a chest we would often see 
on quality cockerels that have not yet filled in completely.

Score: 12/15 



Chest is fairly flat and tapers down almost to the keel bone. 
We would like to see better development and carried high and 
prominent on the bird. In this case, his score may possibly 
have been helped by a better performance- a better pose  
may show a different bird altogether, but our scoring must be 
objective in the moment.

Score: 11/15 

 Here we have a specimen that is carried low and round rather 
well formed and uplifted. We see the breast sagging to the 
point of the keel bone. Does have nice extension which helps 
the overall picture and score.

Score: 11/15 

 
This cock has matured to exhibit a lower more rounded chest   
which sags and is almost carried in a ball-shaped style. There 
is a nice extension of the breast past the point of the beak and 
head. 

Score: 10/15 



Somewhat low chest with little to no extension past the beak. 
The score may be somewhat affected by the squatting pose 
which does not flatter the bird.

Score: 8/15 

Very low chest with no extension past the beak. Poorly 
developed and not exhibiting the well formed and high carried 
chest that one would hope for on a quality Serama.

Score: 7/15 

 Typically a bird that will receive a very low score overall, this 
cockerel shows a very low carriage of chest, almost no 
extension.

Score: 5/15 



Tail

High carriage, excellent spread of tail, good width of feather 
which is laying very even make this an excellent overall 
specimen of tail carriage. He is missing a sickle which should 
generally be taken into consideration in “appearance”.

Score: 13.5/15 

Nice depth of tail and proper height of sword shaped sickles. 
We would like to see a few degrees higher carriage and 
perhaps a little wider feather on the tail but this male shows an 
overall excellent carriage and form.

Score: 13/15 

Very good height differentiation between the main tail and 
sickle feathers. Tail could use a bit more depth and appears 
somewhat choppy rather than the tail feathers laying evenly.

Score: 12.5/15 

This male is lacking in depth of feather, the tail is too tight. He 
could use more width to his feathering and the main sickles 
have somewhat too much of a curve.

Score: 12/15 



Lacking in overall height of tail, displays too much curve of the 
sickles, and is also lacking in overall depth.

Score: 10/15 

Main tail is short, sickles are short. Tail is carried at a low angle
which would be acceptable for a Malaysian/Ayam Serama but 
is not desired in the Traditional type.

Score: 9/15 

Long sickle feathers are one of the only positive aspects of the 
carriage on this bird. Very low carriage and extreme curve of 
the tail results in a below average score.

Score: 7/15 

The side profile is only part 
of the evaluation of the tail. 
The judge should also get a 

good look at the back of the tail to 
show the depth and spread. 

The bird to the left shows excellent 
“A” shaped spread, whereas the tail to 

the right is extremely pinched 
and should be penalized accordingly.



Wing

Long, well folded, nearly vertical wings on this specimen. A line
should be able to be drawn through the eye and the leg 
vertically with the wing aligning through the center. Slight 
scissor is typically between a 1/2 to 2 point deduction 
depending upon the extremity of the defect.

Score: 8.5/10

This bird has overall excellent carriage of the wing but they are 
lacking somewhat in length and would be classified more as a 
medium than long length. Very nicely folded with no scissor.

Score: 8/10 

Medium length wings with an irregular fold and mild scissor at 
the base. Overall good vertical carriage with mild defects.

Score: 7/10 

Medium length wings with a downward slope rather than 
vertical carriage. 

Score: 6/10 



Sloping wings that are too pinched and scissored at the end.

Score: 5/10

 
Extremely short wings with a horizontal slope throw off the 
entire type and balance of the bird.

Score: 4/10




